
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
INSTITUTIONS AND CULTURAL EDUCATION SUBCOr1MITTEE 

50TH LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
January 13, 1987 

The fifth meeting of the Institutions and Cultural Education 
Sub-Committee was called to order by Chairman Ron Miller on 
January 13, 1987, at 8:10 a.m. in Room 202-A of the Capitol 
Building. 

ROLL CALL: All members were present as were Keith Wolcott, 
Senior Analyst for the Legislative Fiscal Analyst's Office 
(LFA) as well as Julie Emge, Secretary. 

VACANCY SAVINGS: 

Dave Hunter, Budget Director from the office of Budget and 
Program Planning (OBPP) spoke to the committee regarding the 
executive's position on vacancy savings. He distributed 
exhibit 1 explaining that the handout was a break-out of vacancy 
savings by funding source. 

Mr. Hunter suggested the committee could address some issues of 
how vacancy savings is applied, if it is going to continue and 
under what conditions. The executive applied a 4% vacancy savings 
to all agencies regardless of size. He stated, it was applied 
to all funds with the exception that vacancy savings was not 
applied to elected officials. Vacancy savings was applied to 
every position in the Governor's office excluding the Governor 
and Lt. Governor, he advised, and in the Supreme Court, vacancy 
savings was applied to administrative positions but not to the 
justices or district court judges. He said the LFA has applied 
vacancy savings to elected officials - the Governor, Lt. Governor, 
Secretary of State, State Auditor, Public Service Commissioners, 
etc. but has recommended to exempt Supreme Court Judges and 
District Court Judges. 

He recommended that the committee make one other exception vy 
exempting the faculty at the University System in terms of how 
the formula is' applied. A 4% vacancy savings was applied to the 
support part of the formula but was not applied to the faculty 
positions, Mr. Hunter said. 

Keith Wolcott indicated that the LFA recommended the same in 
regards to the University faculty. 

Mr. Hunter informed the committee that a vacancy savings of 
1.68% was suggested for prison guards based on historical 
experience and that all posts must be covered. 
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Mr. Hunter believed that the LFA does not apply vacancy savings 
to agencies under 20 people, which include the LFA, the Environ
mental Quality Council, the Consumer Council, and the Arts 
Council. 

He felt the committee should also address the question of a size 
difference if vacancy savings was applied and if so what should 
it be. The executive argument, he advised, is that vacancy 
savings should be applied regardless of the size of the agency; 
if a very small agency does not have a vacancy savings, they 
have a choice to request a supplemental as a way to fix the 
problem and vacancy savings should be applied uniformly to all 
agencies regardless of size. He stated they have real serious 
concerns as to whether or not the pool concept will work. 

Representative Menahan asked why there was a discrepancy between 
the prison as opposed to Warmsprings, Boulder and Eastmont. 

Mr. Hunter responded by questioning if the department has the 
flexibility to deal with the total budget, can they cover shifts, 
and is it as critical that they cover shifts in other institutions? 
He contended that it isn't. He pointed out that the smaller amount 
of turnover there is, the harder it is to meet the vacancy savings. 

Representative Menahan was concerned that nothing was going to 
be said about a vacancy savings being applied at Boulder and 
at other developmentally disabled institutions. 

Mr. Hunter replied that some special provision for prison guards 
is needed and that a 4% vacancy savings was applied to the employees 
of the prison that were not in the guard category. 

(218 ) 

Chairman Hiller asked how vacancy savings would apply to an 
agency, such as the School for the Deaf and Blind, that consisted 
of 10 small departments of under 20 people. 

Hunter responded as long as the agency or department has the 
flexibility that is allowed in the program transfer language 
they can make up for the loss, but if they cannot transfer funds 
between programs there is a possibility of having real problems. 

Chairman Miller stated concern that they might hurt vital programs 
by not filling positions and using the vacancy savings. 

Mr. Hunter advised that there are some vacancy savings that do 
not need to be funded that will not impact agencies. He feels 
that with 4%, agencies can live with vacancy savings without any 
impact on their operations. 
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Chairman Miller asked if after the 1985 session, did they not 
aim at basically 4%, and the bottom line was that only 2.7% 
vacancy savings was achieved in dollars. 

Mr. Hunter replied that they would have to achieve it, because if 
agencies were budgeted at 4%, and they only achieved the 2.7%, the 
only outcome would be that the agencies either overexpended their 
budget or they took the additional money out of their operational 
expenses. 

Mr. Wolcott agreed with Mr. Hunter and stated he thought they 
achieved more than 4%. He said the bottom line Representative 
Miller was talking about is that the goal (4% last session) 
was the same as this session; but when taking the actual vacancy 
savings and applying it against the total personal services budget 
statewide, it comes out to be 2.8% of the total personal services 
budget, because it was not applied to the University faculty and 
some agencies did not have the 4% applied. 

Representative Miller stated that they have to look at a pool 
~ to cut down on vacancy savings. 

Senator Bengtson stated it was frustrating to apply vacancy 
savings regardless of size to all agencies and she also had 
problems with the pooling as to its workability. She wondered 
if it was fair to judge each agency on the kind of record and 
historical turnover they had and how cuts throughout the year 
have affected them. She stated that, as far as Institutions 
is concerned, they did not have any excesses in the budget and 
she was uncomfortable in trying to apply a 4% vacancy savings to 
their budget. She thought poor management would be rewarded and 
good managers would take it in the shorts again. 

Mr. Hunter stated he hasn't seen agencies that haven't been able 
to handle the vacancy savings through some management means and 
he didn't believe the problem was as bad as the members have 
been led to believe. 

Representative Menahan commented that he would like to have Mr. 
Hunter state that they have the most minimum program available at 
the state hospital and will cut it further as a management tool 
and use vacancy savings as that management tool. He said that is 
what is being done and that is what should be stated is being done. 

Senator Bengtson stated it is better to refine the present policy, 
(she didn't believe it necessary to apply it evenly across the 
board) and a't the same time have a pool that could be used - a 
combination of both. She asked Mr. Hunter if he preferred the 
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4% because it was simpler to do. She felt something was being 
done wrong with the budgets - either too much was being put in 
the operational budget because there was money to transfer into 
personal services. 

Mr. Hunter said if the members flipped through the LFA budget 
and just added up the amount of money appropriated compared with 
the money spent, that they would find there are more dollars 
transferred from personal services into operational expenses than 
the other way around. 

He recommended the committee go with the across-the-board 4% 
and make exceptions. He advised that alternatively in the 1985 
biennium, a pool was created that appropriated to the Governor's 
Office general and other funds and that was the year that the 
pay plan was funded with vacancy savings. He noted that almost 
no funds were allocated from that pool with very few applications 
taken for funds. There was in excess of $1 million appropriated 
to the pool and approximately $100,000 was spent; he testified, and 
the rest reverted. He suggested that if the committee decided 
to go with a pool, it be created by making a direct appropriation 
to the pool. 

Mr. Hunter stated the other alternatives proposed for funding the 
pool, (going into agencies and taking money at the end of pay 
periods or taking money as vacancy savings occurs and putting 
into a pool for agencies to apply for,) would destroy the 
management flexibility in state government. 

Senator Haffey said that the same flexibility is absolutely gone 
for all those agencies to whose budget is applied a vacancy savings. 
percentage that is right on target with the agency's vacancy savings. 
He stated the argument is the same in either case, if he understood 
Mr. Hunter right. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION , 

VACANCY SAVINGS: 

Mr. Wolcott handed to the committee copies of a portion of the 
Legislative Finance Committee (LFC) Minutes of September 13, 1986. 
See Exhibit 2. 

Mr. Wolcott read the summary of the September 4, 1986 report on 
vacancy savings (Exhibit 3, Page 27). 

As per the minutes of the LFC meeting (Exhibit 2, page 35), Mr. 
Wolcott stated that the committee did vote to continue vacancy 
savings and recommended to the full legislature to continue use 

• 
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of vacancy savings, as stated by motion to adopt Issure 1, Option A. 
On page 39 of the LFC minutes Senator Haffey moved to ADOPT under 
Issure 2, Option F to change 2.5 percent to 0 percent and to estab
lish a pool. The LFC adopted Option F. 

Chairman Miller asked Senator Haffey to explain why the percentage 
jumped from 0% to 4%. Senator Haffey stated the 4% vacancy savings 
is a "shotgun" or forced approach. He stated that it is attainable 
for some agencies but not for others; there are some areas where 
vacancies exist; if the vacancy is there, it is not going to 
impede the flow of work and will not affect people who need the 
direct services. 

The School of Deaf and Blind, the prison guards, direct care for 
the developmental center, and the Montana State Hospital are 
appropriate for 9% vacancy savings, he commented, the judgement 
could come from the subcommittee to apply 0% to 4%, depending on 
the area. 

Senator Haffey felt that the flexibility should be able to exist 
for each subcommittee for judgement of 0 to 4%. He suggested if 
they produce a policy for the legislature to use in the appropriation 
subcommittee and it becomes a bill, then they should adhere to 

p the Finance Committee's direction to their staff on pages 39, 40, 
41 of the minutes. (Exhibit 3) He suggested the committee amend 
it with explicit identification of the type of work being done as 
a consideration when setting the 0% to 4%. He believed the 4% 
was abuse of vacancy savings and a copout cut. 

Senator Bengston agreed with Senator Haffey that the flexibility 
was needed in the appropriations process as well as in the sub
committee's. She also stated that it is important to mandate 
the agencies to use the Payroll, Personnel, and Position Control 
System (PPP) so that the information is easier to track. The 
historical record cannot be determined if the information is not 
input into the system, she contended. 

Senator Haffey 'statErl, in order to put this in a bill, they need 
to define (I) a workgroup or agency which could be more of a 
characterization or direction in the bill for subcommittee use. 
(2) A statement of precisely what pooling is; i.e., do we 
appropriate an explicit amount that agencies may come to and request 
money because their vacancies are not what they expected. 

There was discussion of supplementals. It was stated that the 
Governor did not look with favor upon supplementals and that 
it was easy to say that an agency could come in for one if there 
was. an emergency; but many times, the supplemental will be 
requested and not given. 
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Senator Bengtson moved for the purpose of drafting a bill to 
have 0% to 4% used as the vacancy savings and to leave the 
judgement of where to set the vacancy savings within the 0% 
to 4% to the individual subcommittees. She also clarified that 
vacancy savings would be applied to all agencies regardless of 
size and to all funds, and elected officials and the university 
system's faculty would be exempt from vacancy savings. 

Senator Haffey suggested two criteria as a guide for 
appropriation subcommittee's on how to use the 0% to 
(1) the size of the work group and (2) the type of 

He stated there needs to be an establishment of need 
money from the pool. 

the 
4 %: 
work being done. 
to get 

Mr. Hunter asked if they had a problem, who would have control 
of the pool and who would have to establish the procedures for 
application and write the criteria in the law. 

Mr. Wolcott stated there was no way to determine which would 
be natural vacancy savings and which would be forced. The 
legislature would like to apply a natural vacancy savings as 
close as possible to apply a rate adjusted to each agency, he 
said. 

Senator Haffey stated that the amount appropriated should be 
reduced and a llalf million dollars should be appropriated with any 
money remaining to be reverted. The appropriation wo~ld be general 
fund money and other fund authority would be broken down into the 
correct proportion. 

Senator Bengtson also stated that the agencies would have to be 
put in the PPP with the exception of the University System who 
could not be put in the system; and therefore, would not be allowed 
to apply for money from the pool. The judicial branch, legislative 
branch and vo-techs, not currently on the system, would need 
to be put on, she noted. 

Senator Haffey suggested that Mr. Wolcott meet with the persons 
in the Budget Office involved with allocating funds from the pool 
in the 1983-85 biennium for the purpose of establishing rules 
for application for creating the pool. 

Senator Bengtson MOVED to direct Mr. Wolcott to draft a bill 
emcompassing the wishes and discussion of the members. 

Senator Haffey seconded the motion. All were IN FAVOR with 
Representative Menahan being excused. 

• 
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Chairman Miller told the committee that supplementals for the 
Department of Institutions would be taken up at the next day's 
meeting. 

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before 
this committee, the hearing was adjourned at 9:40 a.m. 

REPRESENTATIVE MILLER, CHAIRMAN 

JULI EMGE, SECRETARY 
v 
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To : David Hunter 

From Terry W. Johnson v1~utr 
Subject Vacancy Savings and Termination Pay Data 

Date January 12, 1987 

The following table reflects the amounts the Executive 
Budget contains for vacancy savings. Since the budget system 
does not maintain expenditure data by funding source, the total 
vacancy savings amo~~ts were allocated based on approximately a 
39/61 percent general fund/other fund split. 

Funding Source 

General Fund 
Other Funds 

Totals 

Vacancy Savings Table 

FY 88 

$4,746,725 
7,372,953 

$12,119,678 

FY 89 

$4,845,910 
7,290,585 

$12,136,495 

During fiscal year 1986, state government expended 
$3,239,672 on termination pay. Since this information is 

available on the Statewide Budgeting and Accounting System, 
detail by funding source is available. General fund expenditures 
were $686,375 and other fund expenditures were $2,553,297. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY E\1PlO\'ER 

HELE:iA, MONTANA 59620 
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Representative Winslow requested a vote on Senator Van Valkenburg's 

motion that the Legislative Finance Committee have legislation prepared to 

strike the words repair and maintenance from the definition of construction 

and increase the dollar amount to $100,000 on the amount that needs to be 

approved by the legislature. The motion was voted on. A roll call vote 

was requested. The motion failed by a vote of 7 to 5. 

Representative Winslow stated that there was a legislative session 

between the time that this problem was apparent and the time the repairs 

were done. Ms. Feaver stated she was following the past policy of not 

bringing it to the legislature. It was considered a repair item that the 

general services budget is used for, not a Long Range Building Program 

item. 

Representative Bardanouve suggested that the Department of Adminis

tration adhere to the $25,000 rule unless there is an emergency and the 

Governor declares an emergency. 

Representative Winslow requested a vote on Senator Regan's vote for 

Option 3, take no action. A roll call vote was taken. The motion passed 

by a vote of 9 to 3. 

VACANCY SAVINGS STUDY (H:l:124) 

Mr. Keith Wolcott, Senior Fiscal Analyst, presented his report entitled 

"Vacancy Savings Study." (EXHIBIT 16) 

Representative Bardanouve asked for a clarifica tion of 

"non-discriminatory." Mr. Wolcott stated that it meant that the savings 

was distributed amongst all agencies of state government; they all share in 

the amount of vacancy savings. 

Senator Van Valkenburg moved to adopt Issue 1, Option A, which 

reads "Issue 1: Should vacancy savings continue to be applied in the 
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budgeting/appropriation process? Option A: Continue to apply vacancy 

savings in the budgeting/appropriation process. The motion passed unani

mously. 

Representative Donaldson asked whether there was historical data to 

go back to? Mr. Wolcott stated that you really can't go back. You can go 

back and find out what the vacancy savings actually achieved, but to try 

and determine how much was forced or how much was natural, would be 

very difficult. 

Representative Winslow asked how difficult it would be to go with 

Option F, where a pool would be established to receive reversion? Is that 

a difficult process? Mr. Wolcott stated that it would take time and some 

thought. 

Representative Bardanouve asked for input from the Office of Budget 

and Program Planning. Mr. Dave Hunter, Director of the Office of Budget 

and Program Planning, stated that if there was an issue here, that falls 

under, "if it is not broke, don't fix it," it seems that this is the one. He 

thought that if there was a real problem with vacancy savings and termi

nation pay, you would see a lot more supplemental requests in the regular 

session to fund those termination pay problems. He would argue that you 

have a pool now, the general fund reserve. If agencies have a real 

problem with that and they can justify it to the legislature, they can come 

in and ask for a supplemental to cover the cost. He did not think that 

vacancy savings was a real problem for agencies. He was not surprised 

by what the survey showed for agencies that say that they don't want 

vacancy savings. He said he did not mean to be critical of the staff as he 

appreciates the legislature by resolution asked the Legislative Finance 

Committee and the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst staff to make a 

study. When you make the trade-off between $10 or $11 million more for 
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other policy choices versus something that in our view has not been a 

dramatic problem, he thought that the choice was pretty clear. He 

thought vacancy savings was something you could live with. As long as 

agencies were given the flexibility with program transfers and the existing 

things they have today, he thought you could live with the 4 percent 

number. He suspects that the executive branch would recommend again in 

the 1987 session that 4 percent be applied, that it be done on every 

agency regardless of size, and that the subsequent session would have the 

ability to fix a problem through the supplemental process if there was a 

real problem and an agency could convince the legislature that there was. 

Representative Bardanouve asked whether the budget office had given 

a review of layoffs. Mr. Hunter said yes. Representative Bardanouve 

asked whether anything was said in regards to what impact there was on . 

agencies' vacation and sick leave pay. Have you had any indication of 

what happens there? Mr. Hunter stated that he did not have a handle on 

those numbers. Representative Bardanouve stated that with that the 

layoffs, there must have been a considerable dollar payout. Mr. Hunter 

stated he was not certain that this was true. He thought that in a lot of 

cases when you make layoffs the union contracts require that the least 

senior person be laid off. Your least senior person was likely to have the 

smallest amount of accumulation of vacation and sick leave. He did not 

think the layoffs were as much of a problem as when you get the unex

pected retirement or resignation of somebody who has been with the agen

cy for a long time and has a lot of vacation and sick leave. In layoffs, 

those people tend not to have a lot of termination pay. 

Representative Miller said that Mr. Hunter's first statement was "don't 

fix it if it is not broken," then he immediately said "every agency is going 

to be given a 4 percent vacancy savings." The vacancy saving study 
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shows that you can't take a 4 percent vacancy savings in institutions. 

Mr. Hunter stated that he would back off in regards to the prison. They 

would have to make some exceptions, but that you also have applied 6 

percent vacancy savings to Boulder River School and Hospital for example. 

He thought on an agency basis that institutions was not too far away. It 

has been applied with some discretion and he thought that was appropri

ate. 

Representative Bardanouve asked whether basically agencies with 20 

employees have been left without vacancy savings. Mr. Hunter stated that 

according to the 1985 session, that was correct. Representative 

Bardanouve asked whether there were any historical records? Mr. Hunter 

stated that the recommendation to the legislature in the 1985 session was to 

apply it regardless to the number of employees. The Office of the 

Legislative Fiscal Analyst's recommendation was to use, he thought the 

number was 25 and they ended up using 20. That was what the legisla

ture adopted. He thought that there were vacancy savings in agencies 

smaller than that. The Office of Budget and Program Planning is smaller 

than that and the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst's office is smaller 

than that. Both of these offices in the last year have purchased comput

ers out of vacancy savings. There was some money there that was appro

priately saved. 

Representative Bardanouve said that smaller agencies may have a 

smaller vacancy savings applied and you would not have to use 4 percent. 

Mr. Hunter stated that what happens is that the smaller agencies have 

tended to vary more. If you have an agency where you have four, five 

or six people and one person quits, their vacancy savings is going to be 

very high. If nobody quits, it will be zero and they will have a problem. 

The flexibility in big agencies allows you to average out those variations. 
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It is not necessarily less in small agencies; it is just that they do not have 

the ability to average it out. It seems that the appropriate way to do it is 

to go ahead and apply a consistent percentage and either allow those 

agencies to come in for a supplemental or apply for some kind of pool that 

takes care of somebody like the Commissioner of Political Practices that 

goes through a whole biennium and nobody quits. 

Representative Bardanouve said it is hard to believe that there is 

absolutely no vacancy among several thousand people in the University 

System. Mr. Hunter stated that he would agree with this statement. He 

also would find it hard to believe that there were no vacancies. 

Representative Bardanouve asked if there are any estimates of what 

possible vacancy savings would be used for the entire University System. 

Mr. Hunter said that they really do not. The difficulty is that we have a 

number of agencies that aren't on the Payroll, Personnel, and Position 

Control System (PPP) where we really do not have good data available. 

As bad as it is on the PPP system, there is no information about the 

University System in regards to what their actual vacancies are. There 

has been some argument over the years of whether or not the University 

System should be required to put their positions, including their faculty, 

on the PPP system. They have consistently and effectively resisted that. 

With the University System, you would end up, particularly with this 

session, making some kind of arbitrary choice of saying that we are going 

to apply some percentage to the University System without any data with 

regard to faculty. 

Senator Haffey moved in Issue 2, that we adopt Option F and change 

the 2.5 percent to 0 percent and establish a pool which captures the 

problem of the small agencies relative to the large agencies. 
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Representative Bardanouve asked what kind of a pool will be estab

lished. Will it be short in dollars so that we will have to freeze so many 

dollars in a pool? 

Ms. Rippingale stated that the Legislative Finance Committee must 

make a report to the next legislature, so your motions here would be 

reported to the next legislature. This would not disrupt what we are 

going to do with the Office of Budget and Program Planning, in terms of 

trying not to have minute differences in the budget base. 

Mr. Wolcott stated that the vacancy savings break in each appropria

tion has been established between 0 and 4 percent and that is a reduction 

to the appropriated amount. The pool is then established based on the 

reversions in excess of that budgeted. 

Representative Bardanouve stated that if an agency runs into trouble 

right now, they can come in for a supplemental appropriation. The legis

lature has not really criticized any agency when its budget was short 

because of vacancy savings. Mr. Hunter stated that in Option F, you are 

making three policy choices. Two of them have been done before. One is 

a dramatic change in the budget process. You can apply vacancy savings 

at varying rates depending upon agency. This has been done in the past; 

it is not a big change and is not a big deal. You can establish a pool to 

deal with vacancy savings. This has been done in the past in the 1985 

biennium where the 1983 legislature made a specific appropriation to the 

budget office to allocate to agencies to take care of problems with vacancy 

savings. In the creation of a pool a direct appropriation has been done 

before; it is not a problem. The next step that Option F takes is to say 

that you take a pool that establishes a reversion where we collect that 

money from agencies, not just general fund, but presumably federal funds, 

state special revenue funds, and other funds and would allow agencies to 
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apply for that. The problems were discussed with the data in determining 

.( what is vacancy savings. You are really creating a whole new procedure 

in terms of the budget process that is not going to be easy and is not 

going to be without some real time consuming provisions. If you create a 

pool and the legislature makes an appropriation directly to that pool, then 

that appropriation would have to be both general fund and other fund 

authority. That is the way the pool was done in the 1985 biennium and 

you can make that work. If you fund the pool by requiring reversions 

from agencies, then there would be a lot of complexities that would be 

very difficult to deal with. 

Ms. Rippingale suggested that a vote be made on the concept of how 

the committee would like to move. 

Senator Haffey moved that for Issue 2, we adopt Option F and change 

the 2.5 percent to 0 percent and establish a pool which captures the 

problem of the small agencies relative to the large agencies. The motion 

passed. Representatives Bardanouve, Miller, and Peck voted no. 

REVENUE ESTIMATING ADVISORY COMMITTEE (H:2:604) 

Mr. Dave Hunter presented a request from Mr. Bill Mathers in 

regards to the Revenue Estimating Advisory Council. The committee was 

requested to have the staff of the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst 

appear before the Revenue Estimating Advisory Committee at its October 

meeting and present its revenue estimate. This would allow the Revenue 

Estimating Advisory Committee to make its best recommendation to the 

Governor. The intent was not to remove the Office of the Legislative 

Fiscal Analyst's ability to estimate revenues independently and make a 

separate recommendation to the legislature in January, but to have clear 

legislative input from the expertise of the Legislative Finance Committee to 

the process of estimating revenues. 
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Small agencies- aFe· particularly· vulnerable to termination pay ~ espe-

cially when thetermination occ.:urs. with,in the last~onth of the fiscal year . 
. -

In the ~ir~.~.x:al' o~ _!h!: __ ~ie~n.i_uI!!.JL!he .!!Mrol?.rj.atJ9..n..Ja. insufficienLtQ_pay_. 

the termination costs the agency may seek a supplemental. However, 

should a termination occur in the last month of the second year uf the 

biennium and the agency appropriation is insufficient, the agency simply 

cannot meet its obligation. Section 17-8-202, paragraph (2) of the Montana 

Codes Annotated, prohibits the Department of Administration from charging 

any appropriation unless the balance of the appropriation is available and 
. - ~ ... - - . ". - ---. - ~ - -' -- . - -- - -- - '--- ... -- -

adequate. If no appropriation is available for the payment of. a claim, the 

department shall audit it and, if it is a valid claim, transmit it to the 
-.' .... - . - -

Governor for presentation to the legi~latur~. Th~. ~erminating employee 

has the right. according to Section 39-3-305, paragraphs (1) and (2), 

MCA. to receive all unpaid wages wit.hin three. days unless he would 

otherwise rec.:eive the wages on the next regular payday for the pay period 

during which he terminated. These two laws obviously create a delima for 

a nlanager who is unfo~tun~te enough to have an employee terminate in the 

last month of the second YC8r of the biennium and insufficient 

appropriation available to pay the termination costs. 

A statewide pool for such contingencies is an alternative to 

8upplementals, special appropriations. and varying vacancy savings 

rates by agency. 

SUMMARY 

It is cleal' that vacancy savings exists within state government. 

Montana's legislature not only recognizes this fact, but has moved since 

the 1979 legislature, to use vacancy savings as an important budgeting 

tool. This is evidenced by the move from individual agency vacnncy 
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savings allocations by subcommittees in the 1979 legislative session to the 

application of "across the board" vacancy savings in the 1985 legislative 

session. Montana is among -the majority states who recognize and deal with 

vacancy savings in the budgeting/appropriations process. Although the 
. .. ~.. . .. -.. -.. - .~, . .... ... 

methods of applying va(fancy' saVings' -'vary from state to state. the 

underlying purpose' for doIng so is -comn;=o~ 't~ -. all: That is, to recognize 
. . . " '''': . ~". ~ :.....-:-~ !:..! l :-. . "!... ~..... • .- - ~ - ....... 

the existence of vacancy savings and to account for and manage its effect 
.," -'. .. ~-'--"::: 

on government resources. 

The legislature is aware of some- proble~s that result from the appU-
-- . ...;. 

cation of vacancy savings. This is evidenced by the passage of House 

Joint Resolution 43. The in-state survey responses indicated that agencies 
"., . 

would prefer' that no vacancy savings be applied or that a different method 

be developed for application in the budgeting process. However, as shown 

in the analysis, the problems surrounding vacancy savings are not limited 

tl) the legislature's application of vacancy savings to agency budgets. The 

:stRte's accounting systems have capabilities beyond current operational 

mandates. If utilized fulIy, these systems could provide the information 

necessary to track and project vacancy savings. Also pofnted out, are 

inconsistencies in recording information in SBAS which further compound 

the problems of accurately analyzing and projecting vacancy saving's. The 

following issues and options may not eud the debate surrounding the 

application of vacancy savings; however, action by the legislature on these 

issues will provide a clear direction for the future application of VRc'ancy 

savings. 

ISSUES 

Issue 1: Should vacancy savings continue to be applied in the budget-

ingl appropriation process? 

Option A: Continue to apply vacancy savings in the budgeting I uppro-

pl'iation process. 
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Option B: Do not apply vacancy saYings in the budgeting/appropri

ations process. 

Issue 2: tr vacancy savings is to be appliea, wliat. method should be used 

to apply vacancy saVings hi the appropriaHOn pro'cess? .'-: '. - '. 0 

Option A: Line item personal services and FTE levels in -the appro

priation and require a reversion of the unexpended balances. This 

reversion could be' made at the end of each pay period, monthly, 

quarterly, or at the end of ' the fiscal"year~' - ~c'~~ -

Option B: Apply vacancy savings to each agency butlgef: based on 

historic experience' with adjustments for unusual circumstances. 

Option C: Apply vacancy savings to each' agency b'udget: b'ased on an 

incremental r.lethod which scales the vacancy savings rate to the 

number of FTE in each agency. Under this method smaller agencies 

would have less vacancy savings applied than larger agencies. 

Option D: Apply vacancy savings to each agency budget based on 

the global method as in the current biennium. 

Option E: Adopt a method similar to the one used in New Hampshire, 

where personal services are fully funded within the appropriations act 

for all authorized FTE. Establish n central pool to which all vacancy 

savings realized would revert each pay period. Establish procedures 

to enable agencies with valid personal services problems to apply to 

the central pool for relief. The balance remaining in the pool at year 

end would revert to the appropriate fund. 

Option F: Apply vacancy savings to each agency budget at a rate of 

2.5 percent to 4 percent and establish a pool to receive reversion of 

any actual vacancy savings in excess of that budgeted. Allow 

agencies with valid personal service problems, (large termination 
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payouts, less than anticipated vacancy savings, ctc.,) to apply to for 

relief fl'om funds in the pool. All or part of the balance rcmaining in 

the pool could revert to the appropriate fund at fiscal year-end. -
Issue 3: Should a pool be established for termination pay? 

Option A: Establish a central pool to pay- terminating sick leave and 

vacation pay. 

- Option B: T~ke no action. 

Issue 4: If vacancy savings is applied, should there be a way to accu-

rately identify and track the vacancy savings that corresponds to the 

method of application? 

Option A: Require. the Office of Budget and Program Planning and 

the Department of Administration to develop specific vacancy savings 

recording procedures on the Statewide Budgeting and Accounting 

System, (SBAS) and the Puyroll, Personnel, and Position Control 

:=;ystem, (PPP) which correspond with approved operational plans. 

These specific procedures should include: the five information 

elements dcfined in the analysis section on pagoe 22. 

Ootion B: Take no action. 
= 

KW2:vss 
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S~BJ1$CT: Operational Plan Control 

INTRODUCTION 

ThiS' . report examines the state's budgeting controls and procedures 

which are to insure that expenditures are made in accordance with ap

proved operational plans as required in House Bill 500. 

BACKGROUND 

Article VIII, Section 12 of the Montana Constitution requires the leg

islature to insure strict accountability in law of all funds spent by the 

state. Three sections of the law to control state spending and restrict it 

to the legislatively appropriated levels are relevant to fiscal control prob

lems in this report. 

Section 7 of House Bill 500 requires spending to be in accordance to 

approved operational plans. Section 7 reads as follows: 

Section 7. Operating budgets. Expenditures may -be made 
only in accordance with operating budgets approved by the ap
proving authority. The respective appropriations are contingent 
upon approval of the operating budget by July 1 of each fiscal 
year. Each operating budget shall include expenditures for each 
agency program detailed at least by personal services, operating 
expenses. equipment, benefits and claims, transfers, and local 
assistance. However, if any agency allocates its appropriations 
to the second expenditure level in the state accounting system, 
separate operation plans need not be submitted to the approving 
authority. 



: __ ~.; Section 8 of House Bill 500 allows program transfers within an agen-. 
::1 • cr, but thesrtransfers must be for justifiable reasons and are limited to 5 

percent of the total agency budget. Section 8 reads as fOllows: 

Section 8. Program transfers.. The approving authority 
may approve agency requests for program transfers, within each 
fiscal year, not to exceed 5' of the total agency budget unless 
such a transfer is sp!cltlcally prohibited by thi~ act or by stat
ute. A request for a transfer accompanied by a justification ex
pl~g the reason for the transfer must be submitted by the 
requesting agency to the approving authority and the Legislative 
Fiscal. Analyst. Upon approval ,of the transfer, the approving 
authority shall inform the fiscal analyst of the approved transfer 
and the justification for the transfer. 

Sections 17-7-401 to 17-1-405, MCA, allow the executive to approve a 

budget amendment if certain criteria and procedures are met. Section .. 
17-7-404(4), MCA, which requires the legislative fiscal analyst to review 

each budget amendment. reads as follows: 

( 4) The legislative fiscal analyst shall review each 
proposed budget amendment that has been certified by the ap-' 
proving authority for compliance with statutory budget amend
ment requirements and standards and shall present a written re
port of this review to the legislative finance committee. Within 
10 days after the meeting of the legislative finance committee 
that considered the budget amendment, the legislative fiscal ana
lyst shall submit the committee's report to the approving authori
ty. 

PROBLEM 

The problem which led to this report was our need to evaluate the 

programmatic impact of changes being made on the operational plan/budget 

amendment form (B212). An example of the B212 form is shown in Illus

tration 1. 
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Illustration 1 
Copy of Operational Plan/Budi:ct Amendment Form B212 

II 
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..... _ .. -- -
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... r .... ' ....... _ 

. __ . __ . 
a- c- 0:-::" _.-==-===== g:=-_ c- c .. __ ··_· • 
~ __ ==.= .. ::, ___ ~::::::::c=_-~~:'~~_~ .... ___ ==~:::::::~_::.Ji 

The B212 form is reviewed to determine if the operational plans are in 

compUance with legislative action, to monitor the agency program transfers 

as allowed in 1I0use Bill 500, and to review budget amendment •• s required 

by Section 11-7-404(4). MCA. Durinl these reviews, the analysts have 
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noted that the current and revised columns of the B212 are frequently not 

completed. An example of this is shown in Illustration ~. 

Illustration 2 
Department of Flah, WUdUle and Parks B212 - Program Transfer 129 

. " ':', 

~~=====;===;======:: 
-- -

Illustration 2 shuws the Dcpul'trncnt of fish. Wildlife and Parks' pro

gram transfer request of $3.695. The analyst is not able to ten from this 

form the allocation of the current or revised spending authority. 
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To determine the current spending level, the analyst can: (1) find 

the original .'8pproved operational plan and adjust it tor all B212's pro

ce •• ed to date: or (2) look up the budget allocation in. the Statewide Bud

geting and Accounting System (SBAS).· With the ·current level authorized 

spending level allocation determined, the analyst should theoretically be 

able to add the new change to the present current level and obtain the 

revised authorized allocation of the spending authority. However, when 

attempttng to determine the current spending level for the B212 in Illus

tration 2, the two methods did not result in the same answer. As neither 

the agency or the budget oftlce (the. approving authority) has indicated its 

representation of the current level spending authority on the B212, the 

analyst is unable to determine the final result of the B212 change. 

Table 1 illustrates how the answers varied between the approved op

erational plan method and the operational plan allocation in the Statewide 

Budgeting and Accounting System (SBAS). The approved operational 

plan, which is required by House Bill 500 and ties to the legislative appro

priations, is brought up to date by adjusting it for all approved B212's. 

The example in Table 1 is for the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

centralized services program as was Illustration 2. 

Table 1 
Department of Flsh, WildUfe and Parks - Centralized Services 

Comparison of Approved Operational Plan to SBAS 

Initial Program Op. Plan Differences 
Object of Approved Iransfer Changes Revised December SBAS V&t'Sus 
Expenditure 0e. Plan Doc -29 Doc ~2 0e. Plan ~ 0e. Plan 

Personal Svs. $1,034,477 $15,000 $16,524 $1,066,001 $1,092,934 $ (26,933) 
Operat1ns Exp. 2,078,460 (11,305) (16,524) 2,050,631 2,213,134 (162,503) 
Equipment 546,936 -0- -0- 546,936 532,500 14,436 
Fed. Granee 40,000 -0- -0- 40,000 -0- 40,000 
Tran.fer. 235 1°00 -0- -0- 235.000 100.000 135.000 

Total $3,034,873 ! 3,695 S -0- $3,938,568 P1 938 ,568 $ -0-• -
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Note the revised approved operational plan budget allocations do not 

equal the opeNtional budget allocations in SBAS even though the totals 

agree. There has been a shift in the budget trom equipment, grants, and 

tr~sfer categories to personal services and operating expense categories. 
. . 

- SBAS was designed to be a budgeting-system- a .. --well as an accounting 

system. If the budget allocations do not tie to the approved operational 

plans, then the capabilities of SBAS are not being utilized. SBAS, the of

ficial state accounting system, is utilized by program managers to monitor 

their program expenditures as compared to their budgets. It is also the 

permanent state financial record used as a base for budgets analysis and 

financial reports. 

It is important that SBAS reflect the approve~ operational plans, as: 

(1) there is not always a readily available record of the approved opera

tional plan available, even to managers who deal directly with the fiscal 

operations of an agency; (2) program managers are relying on SBAS re

cords to monitor program expenditures; and (3) SBAS is the only perma

nent record ot budget allocations. 

To further illustrate the problem in determining the "real" operational 

plan and to show that significant dollar amounts and policy questions are 

also involved, Table 2 was prepared. This table shows the operational 

plan differences for the Department of Highways' Construction Program as 

they appear in the difference source documents for the month of Novem-

ber. 
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Table 2 
-r5'epartment of Highways' Construction Program 
Comparison of Operational Plans-November 1985 

Oper. Plan . Dept. of Highway. 
November Chanp DOH Budget Status 
ill! Doc • 15 Report November 

F'IE N/A 650.40 650.40 
Per.onal Service. S 17,759,276 S 16,558,740 S 17,759,276 
Operatinl Expenses 192,405,912 193,367,189 192,405,912 
Equip.-nt 217,976 217,976 217,976 

Total ~210,383,16: ~310.1431905 ~2101383116" 

Tabl~ 2 shows that there is $1.2 million more allocated to the personal 

services budgets in SBAS and the department's· internal budget status re

port than was approved by the approving authority as shown on the de

partment's operational plari change in November. These additional funds 

were allocated by the department from operating expense to personal ser-

vices without going through the approving authority. This unapproved al-

location to personal serV'i'~I!n \IaB <liscovered by our office when answering 

a legislative request about vacant positions in the highway department. 

During this review, the highway department represented that the internal 

budget allocation, equivalent to SBAS, was the spending plan being pur

sued by the department, not the approved operational plan. 

Moving the $1.2 million from operating expenses to personal services 

involved policy decisions of importance to the legislature. Some implica

tions of these policy decisions are: 

1. Although no more FTB are being added to the highway depart

ment. the department budgeted $1.2 million more in personal services than 

it requested and received from the legislature. This increase is due to 

hiring staff at higher salari~s. Despite the higher personal services bud-
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get. 8 percent of positions in the program are vacant in fiscal 1988 to 

date. 

2. The budget on SBAS establishes a higher on-going personal ser

vices base, even if not all employees are retained. Those who are may be 

at a higher level than represented to and tunded by the legislature, and 

3. The increased personal services was budgeted by remOving con

tractor payments tor actual road construction costs. This change reduces 

the amount ot public services (specifically roads) provided by the depart

ment. To maintain its construction program in the future, the department 

may request additional spending authority in contracted services from the 

1981 legislature. Thus, both the personal services and contracted services 

components of the expenditure base may be increased trom legislative in

tent. 

CONCLUSION 

The law clearly states that expenditures may only be made in accor

dance with approved operating budgets. Operational plan torms are not 

always complete and thus there is sometimes no current record of the ap

proved operational plan. The program allocations recorded in SBAS do not 

always conform to the approved operating budgets. In some cases. there 

is agency representation that the approved operating budget does not meet 

its intended expenditure plan. This lack of control on the approved oper

ational plan and the underutilization of SBAS capabilities makes it extreme

ly difficult to ensure the law is being met. It also becomes time consuming 

to review these records when trying to sort out fiscal problems. And the 

only permanent state record of budget allocations does not necessarily rep

resent the approved operational plan which makes research into prior 

years' records unreliable. 
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ISSUES 

Isaue 1. Should the official state SBAS records tie to the approved 

operational budgets whi.ch are required in House Bill 5.001 . 

Option A. Recommend that the. budget office ensure that the operating 

budgets in SBAS are- the same aa the approved. operating 

budgets. 

Option B. Take no action. 

Issue 2. Should the B212 forms be fully completed shOwing the cur-

rent spending levels t increases and decreasea t and revised spending levels 

which tie to the approved operational plan? 

Option A. Recommend that the budget office. direct state agencies to 

fully complete the B212 forms. 

Option B. Take no action. 

Issue 3. Does the committee wish to clarify the boiler plate language 

in House Bill 500 t Section 7 and require that the budget allocations in 

SBAS tie to the approved operational plan? 

Option A. Amend Section 7 to read as Follows: 

Section 7. Operating budgets. 
Expenditures may be made only in accordance 
with operating budgets approved by the approv
ing authority. The respective appropriations are 
contingent upon approval of the operating budget 
by July 1 of each fiscal year. Each operating 
budget shall include expenditures for each agency 
program detailed at least by personal services, 
operating expenses, equipment, benefits and 
claims, transfers, and local assistance. !k>weverT 
~-afty--egeftey- aHeeates -~-appt'epria~-to--tfte 
8eeoft~-e-lfpemH-t1l~-ie¥ti-ta--t~-state -aeeottMtftg 
8~e~--8eperat~-~eft--p~~-~--ftet-~e 
811htMt-ted--te--tfte--app-!'O'Yh"lC-aetfteri~. These 82-

roved 0 eratin bud eta will be recorded 1D 
y e appro ng 

Option 2. Do not amend the general appropriation act boiler plate lan-

guage. 
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Vacancy Savings Study 

The 1985 legislature. through House Joint Resolution 43. requested 

the Legislative Finance Committee to study vacancy- savings. House Joint 

Resolution 43 requires the committee to: 

1. Study the use of vacancy savings in setting funding levels for 

government agencies. 

2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of using vacancy 

savings in the budgeting process. 

3. Report its findings and recommendations to the 50th Legislature. 

VACANCY SAVINGS DEFINITIONS 

Vacancy savings is the difference in dollars between the full cost and 

the actual cost of all authorized positions for a budget period. Vacancy 

savings is utilized in budgeting to more accurately reflect the amount 

needed to support or fund staff. The aggregate amount of vacancy sav-

ings consists of the following factors: 

1. Position Savings - The money saved as a result of having a 

position open at any time during the fiscal year. These savings 

occur in two ways: 



a. Position vacancy during the normal time it takes to recruit 

a new employee. Also referred to as "natural" vacancy 

!!!lvings. 

b. Position vacancy during the period the position is held open 

by - mana-gement to save funds to remain within the budget. 

Also referred to as "forced" vacancy savings. 

"Forced" vacancy savings is the intentionai creation of 

vacancy savings for the express 'purpose of saving financial 

resources. Vacancy savings may be "forced" in a number of 

ways for a variety of reasons. The foiiowing illustrates 

some' of the methods used' to "force'" or create vacancy 

savings: . 

1. Hold vacant positions open until the required dollars 

are saved. 

it. Downgrade a position(s) to a lower grade. 

iii. Voluntary leave without pay to create the necessary 

savings. 

It is impossible to determine to what degree vacancy 

savings is "forced" within agency budgets because there is 

no method of recording forced vacancy savings separately 

from natural vacancy savings in state records. 

2. Turnover Savings - Results from filling a vacated position with a 

person whose ~ay is less than the salary of the employee who 

terminated. 

3. Negative Turnover Savings - Results from filling a position with 

a person whose pay is higher than the salary of the person who 

terminated. This may occur as a result of promotions. hard 

recruiting situations, applicant experience. or union bid 
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contracts. A hard recruiting situation results when there are 

few Or no qualified applicants for the job classification to be 

filled. This may also occur when the pay level for a particular 

job classification in state government falls below a comparable 

position outside of state government •. 

4. Termination Pay - Separation pay for those employees terminat

ing. This separation pay is for: 

a. Unused annual leave payable at 100 percent of the hourly 

wage at the time of termination. 

b. Unused sick leave at 25 percent of the total accrued pay

able at the hourly wage at the time of termination. 

5. Position Upgrades/Downgrades - All upgrades. either agency 

requested or classification upgrades approved by the personnel 

division through the appeal process. during an interim must be 

absorbed by the agency. Upgrades increase the cost of au

thorized positions. Downg'rades increase the amount of vacancy 

savings. 

HISTORICAL DACKGROUND 

Vacancy savings has been applied to agency budgets using various 

methods since it was first used statewide in the 1981 biennium. When first 

applied statewide. vacancy savings was primarily based on historical expe

rience program by program. However in the last three bienniums a more 

global method has been used by the legislature to apply vacancy savings. 

'l'he 1979 legislature applied vacancy savings program by program for 

the 1981 biennium with individual rates varying from 0 to 10 percent. The 

vacancy savings factors were applied to the agency budgets in the sub

comDlittees and were ultimately part of the individual appropriations. The 
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general exception to the application of vacancy savings was the university 

system. The faculty of the university systems did not have a vacancy 

savings factor applied although non-faculty staff did. 

The 1981 legislatur~ .Jlpplied vacancy savings for the 1983 biennium by 

reducing budgets in the general appropriation bill approximately 1 percent. 

In addition. the appropriation to the Governor's' Office for the pay plan 

was 96.5 percent of the amount required to fully fund the pay plan. The 

following excerpt from the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst's "Ap

propriations Report" describes what occurred. 

Agency budgets in House Bill 500, the general appropria
tions act of 1981, contained funds for the base level personal 
services before pay raises.! . Only about 1 percent vacancy 
savings had been taken out of the personal services 
appropriations in House Bill 500. The legislature took a 3 
percent vacancy savings as a normal average for the state and 
another ! percent· which could be accommodated by Governor 
Schwinden's 2 percent cutback of state employ~es. Therefore. 
part of the pay plan cost was already funded in House Bill 500. 

The executive concurred that they could fund the state pay 
plan as presented in House Bill 840 for non-legislative agencies 
and would not present any supplemental appropriation request to 
the legislature based on pay plan factors. An additional $1.6 
million was appropriated to the Office of Budget and Program 
Planning for teaching faculty at the six universities and college 
units. This is a contingency appropriation to b~ disbursed to the 
university units only if and to the extent H percent vacancy 
savings is not realized. 

With 1 percent vacancy savings applied to personal service budgets 

and the 3.5 percent reduction to the pay plan, the net vacancy saving-s 

factor applied to the 1983 biennium appropriations is 4.4 percent for fiscal 

1982 and 4.3 percent fo1' fiscal 1983 for all agencies except the university 

system who had just the 3.5 percent applied in the pay plan. However, 

$1.6 million was appropriated in the pay plan as a contingency for the 

university faculty. The vocational-technical cen ters arid community 

colleges were funded entirely. including pay raises, within the general 

appropriations act with no vacancy savings applied. Tuble 1 illustrates an 
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example of the vacancy savings applied to a regular state employee using a 

single position at grade 12. 

Table 1 
Calculation of Vacancy Savings Rate for the 1983 Biennium 

Percent 
Year Grade/SteE Salary Challg:e 

1981 Pay Matrix 12/6 $16,240 0.0 
1982 Pay Matrix 12/7 18,140 11.7 
1983 Pay Matrix 12/8 20,244 11.6 

- - - - - - - - - - -----. Fiscal 1982 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1982 Pay l\'latrix 
1981 Pay Matrix 

Pay Matrix Increase 
1981 Pay Matrix 

$18,140 
16,240 

$ 1,900 - (18,140 X .035) = 
$16,240 X .99 = 

Total Salary Funded for Fiscal 1982 

$ 1,265 Pay Plan Bill 
16,078 Approp. Bill 

lr~. 34~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fiscal 1983 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1983 Pay Matrix 
1982 Pay Matrix 

Pay Matrix Increase 
1981 Pay Matrix 

$20,244 
16,240 

$ 4,004 - (20,244 X .035) = 
$ 

Total Salary Funded Fiscal 1983 

$ 3,296 Pay Plan llm 
16,078 Approp. Bill 

ComEarison of Salary Funded to Pay Plan 

Vacancy 
Fiscal Salary Pay Percent Savings 
Year Funded Matrix Funded Rate 

1982 $17,343 $18,140 95.61 4.4. 
1983 19,374 20,244 95.70 4.3 

This method of applying vacancy savings on a statewide basis is the 

tlrst time the legislature used a global method of applying vacancy sav

ings. It is global in the sense that through the pay plan all agencies. 
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regardless of size or actual experience, who were uncer the statewide pay 

plan had the same vacancy savings rate applied. 

The 1983 legislature authorized current level personal services at 100 

percent of the approved FTR levels in the General Appropriations Act for 

the 1985 biennium. The pay increases were' authorized at an average of 4 

percent each year of the biennium but only $9.7 million of pay plan fund

ing was appropriated for the biennium. The balance needed for the pay 

plan had to be achieved through vacancy suvings generated by the 

agencies. 

The following excerpt from the Office of the Legislative Fiscal Ana

lyst's "Appropriations Report" explains the process used for the 1985 

biennium. 
- -

Contained within individual agency budgets is the majority 
of funds appropriated for personal services costs 'during the 
1985 biennium. House Bill 902 appropriates an additional $9.7 
million of general fund to implement the pay schedules contained 
in that bill. The Governor's Office has authority to allocate 
funds in that appropriation with the provision that no vacancy 
savings be requirt:!d in instructional contract faculty within the 
Montana University ·System. 

The appropriations for personal services costs in House Bill 
447, the gellcral appropriations bill" and House Bill 902 are flot 
sufficient to fully fund all authorized FTE's during the 1985 
biennium. Recognizing this problem the legislature incorporated 
two types of flexibility in the appropriation bills. 

1. House Bill 447 allows agencies to mi.',k''3 program transfers up 
to 5 percent of the total agency budget unless specifically 
prohibited by other lang~lage or statutes. 

2. House Bill 902 authorizes the transfer of unexpended agen
cy appropriatio!1 balances in the first YE"ar uf the biennium 
to the second year to offset the cost of the pay plan in
creases. 

III the April ~8 I 1983 memo, the budget director outlined 
his plans for allocating the $9.7 million appropriated to his office 
for the purposes of implementing the statewide pay plan. Be
cause approximately $3.5 million will be required to fully fund 
contracted faculty at the university system units, $6.2 million is 
available to be distributed among other, state agencies and uni
versity staff other than faculty. The budget director anticipates 
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the need for $600,000 to assist small Agencies where vacancv 
. savings and other cost cutting measures do not offset the cost of 

pay plAn Increases. The remaining $5.6 million in the appro
priation has tentatively been allocAted by the Governor's budget 
director to agencies based on the budget cuts eAch experienced 
with the reduction in inflation factors for utilities· and for overall 
operational expenses of general fund agencies. To reduce pay 
plan costs, the budget director encouraged agencies to hold· 
vacant positions open at least four weeks beyond any sick leave 
or vacation payout. 

The 1985 legislature applied at least a 4 percent vacancy savings 

factor to most state agencies with more than 20 full-time equivalent 

employees (FTE) in House Bill 500, the 1987 biennium general appro

priations bill. The notable exceptions for the 1987 biennium. were instruc

tional contract faculty of the university system and security guard posi-

tion3 at the prison which had no vacancy savings applied. Not applying 

vacancy savings to the prison security guards is a departure from past 

practice. This departure results primarily becausp. even though turnover 

occurs in prison guards, no vacancy savings is realized. Prison posting of 

the on-duty guards requires thnt all posts are covered. If a vacancy 

occurs, a substitute must occupy that post out of the existing workforce 

which usually involves the payment of overtime. Therefore, the vacancy 

has to be filled as soon as possible to avoid paying overtime. 

SURVEY 

To help determine how vacancy savings is used in government and 

the advantages and disadvantages of its use t two separate surveys were 

conducted. One survey was sent to the other 49 states to determine how 

other states deal with vacancy savings. The other survey was sent to 32 

agencies within Montana. 
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OUT-OF-STATE SURVEY 

Cf the 49 states surveyed. 34 rcsponded. The out-of-state survcy 

asked each state': 

1) Do you apply vacancy savings; 

2) if not. describe how you budget 'personal services; 

3) if so, describe the method -used to apply vacancy savings; and 

4) list the advautages and disadvantagcs of your state's -method. 

The responses to these questions are discussed below. 

1. DOES YOUR STATE ACCOUNT FOR VACANCY SAVINGS IN THE 

BUDGETING/ APPROPRIATION PROCESS? 

Do Not Apply 

Arkansas 
Indiana 
Michigan 
Missouri 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oregon 
South Dakota 
West Virginia 
Wyoming 

Apply 

Alaska 
Arizona 
Florida 
Hawaii 
Kansas 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New ['.'Iexico 
Oklahoma 
Rhode Island 
South C8.rolina 
Texas 
Vermont 

Inconclusive 

Idaho 
I!.:cntucky 
Nebraska 
New York 
Tennessee 

Eighteen or 53 percent of the respondents do apply vacanc:y savine-s 

in the budgeting/appropriation process whilc 11 or 32 percellt do not. 

The remaining 5 respondents had inconclusive responses. 

2. IF YOUR STATE DOES NOT ACCOUNT FOR VACANCY SAVINGS IN 

THE BUDGETING/APPROPRIATION PROCESS. PLEASE DESCRlDE YOUR 

STATE'S PROCESS OF BUDGETING FOR PEnSONAL SERVICES. 

The 11 statcs that do not account for vacancy savings in their bud-

geting I appropriations process basically begin their personal services bud-
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r,eting with a budget bnse-year using all authorized positions to which u 

ICbt1slativcly determined increase factor is applied to cover pay incrcl1ses. 

Position additions or deletions to the authorized levels are considered 

separately. 

(a) Nine of these states then line item personal services in the 

appropriation act with unexpended balances automatically revert

ing or lapsing at the end of the appropriation period. 

(b) Indiana t in addition to the above, maintains a contingency fund 

for valid problems experienced by the agencies. 

(c) Michigan appropriates personal services as part of the total 

agency appropriations; therefore t the actual vacancy saving 

realized either becomes part of the reversion or is used for 

other expenditures. 

3. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS USED TO APPLY THE AFFECT OF 

VACANCY SAVINGS IU YOUR BUDGETING I APPP,OPRIATION PROCESS. 

The responses to' item 3 may be grouped into the four basic cat-

egories: 

1) Vacancy savings is applied based on historical experience with 

adjustments for unusual circumstances; 

2) vacancy savings is applied in increments based on the size of 

the agency workforce adjusted for actual experience; 

3) full funding is appropriated for personal services with periodic 

reversions of the actual vacancy savings experienced to a central 

pool; and 

4) the respondent's methodology was either unclear or the descrip

tion did not specifically address a policy or process. 

Each one of the categories, 1 through 3 t includes a list of advantages and 

disadvantages. 
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Category 1: Historical Experience 

There are 12 respondent states; Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, Kansas, 

Louisiana, l\1a~nd, Minnesota, Mississippi, New Jersey, Rhode Isl&nd, 

Texas, and Vermont, who apply vacancy" savings using a historical analysis 

with subjective appUcation of adjustments for unusuul circumstances. In 

four of these states the Governor's budget officc or the agencies are 

required to submit budget requests with vacancy savings factors applied. 

The legislature then will make any adjustments they determine appropriate. 

The remaining eight states in this category apply vacancy" savings rates to 

the agency budgets during the appropriation process using historical 

experience. Adjustments to the experienced factors are" made up or down 

for unusual circumstances "such as classification upgrades, hard to recruit 

positions, high turnover in low salaried positions, or previous vacancy 

savings reductions which have caused abnormally.- high vacancies to be 

maintained. 

The advantages listed by these respondents are: 

1. The dollars 'saved can be used to fund other priority programs 

which might otherwise be unfunded. 

2. Salaries are kept more in line with legislative int~nt. 

3. The flexibility allows the legislature and the state's adminis

trators to apply both objective and subjective criteria on estab

lishing and adjusting vacancy savings factors. 

4. Personal ser"vices appropriations are reduced to a level that 

reflects actual costs. 

5 . Div~rsion of savings in salaries to other objects of expenditure 

are limited. 

The disadvantages listcd by the respondents are: 

1. No disadvantages. 
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2. With termination pay as an unfunded liability, when budget 

entities experience a large number of terminations or large single 

payouts, the entities must then force. more vacancy savings to 

cover the cost. 

3. An overestimation of vacancy savings may cause undue hardship 

on the a~encies' appropriation. 

4. Vacancy savings is subject to manipulation by the agencies, the 

budget analysts, and the committees to reach desired results. 

5. An agency's ability to accomplish its goals may be impaired if 

their budget is reduced too much for vacancy savings. 

6. Relies heavily on historical data which must be reliably accurate 

or requires more subjective adjustments. 

7. The historical vacancy savings rate may not continue thereby 

either overappropriating or underappropriating for the personal 

service needs of the agencies. 

Category 2: Incremental Vacancy Savings 

Three of the responding states apply vacancy savings incrementally 

based on the size of the workforce, (FTE), and the agencies' actual 

vacancy savings experience. These three states are Alaska, New Mexico, 

and Oklahoma. 

III Alaska, the Governor submits the budget based on standard rates: 

FTE 

Less than 10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-50 

51 and over 

Percent 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 

The Alaska legislature, in its review of the budgets, may adjust these 

rates up or down based on their review and judgement. New Mexico appUes 

a similar method; however, using the following criteria: historic rates, 
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subjective analysis. and the application of vacancy savings for any year 

should not exceed 50 percent of the historic trend for agencies with 10 to 

50 employees or· 75·· percent fOl" larger agenCies. 

For example. if an agency. employing 40 people experiellced a 4 

percent vacancy savings in the base budget year, and the historic trend 

was also 4 percent. the maximum vacancy savings that could be applied 

would be 2 pOl'cent. For an agency with more thall 50 employees and the 

same rate experience, the maximum vacancy savings that could be applied 

is 3 percent. 

·While-Alaska uses five ·FT~Ievels to· categorize -vacancy -sLwings rate8 

and New- Mexido uses .. two, Oklahoma. only applies vaC!ancy savings to lar~e 

agency budgets such· as their Department of Corrections with ilearly 3,500 

authorized positions. 

The advantages listed by these states are; 

1. Vacancy savings rates take into account the difficulty of small 

agencies to force savings when they do not have turnover Ilnd 

need aU of their employees. 

2. Basing vacancy savings on historical trends, dues not limit the 

flexibility to consider unique circumstances in setting the rates. 

3. It is easy to explain. compute, and goet the agencies to accept. 

The disadvantages listed are: 

1. Standardized rates based on the number of employees does not 

necessarily reflect historical reality. 

2. There is no guarantee that the historical trends are an accurate 

predictor of future experience. 

3. Oklahoma felt their method was too limited in its application of 

applyiug vacancy savi.ng:; only to la1"3.'(; agencies and not apply-

ing vacancy savings to small agencies who also experience V3can-

cy savings. 
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Catcgory 3: Periodic Reversion or Distribution Using n Pool 

f Under this-'method authorized positions are fully funded with some 

variation on a central pool . to eithe~ allocate personal services funding 

based on actual experience or collect vacapcy savings as it occurs. Three 

of the responding states. Nevada, New Hampshire, and South Carolina use 

some form of pooling to deal with vacancy savings. 

Nevada appropriates 100 percent of all position costs to each state 

agency before authorized salary incj"eases. State general fund dollars are 

appropriated at a percentage of the total required for approved salary 

incrca~es to a central pool to be distributed on an as needed basis. For 

the 1987 biennium, salary increases were appropriated at. 80 percent of the 

need resulting in an overall vacancy savings rate of 2.2 percent. 

South Carolina allocates employee compensation on a quarterly basis 

and only for actual requirements in addition to what other vacancy savings 

rates that may be applied. 

Kew Hampshire uses a somewhat different approach. Personal services 

are divided into three categories; pel'manent employees, temporary 

employees, and additional federally funded positions. Permanent personnel 

are appropriated by FTE and salary for each agency at 100 percent. Any 

excesses or shortages in personal service appropriations are adjusted 

through a salary adjustment fund. Transfers. other than those from the 

salary adjustment fund. can be made into, (but not out-of). permanent 

personnel. Temporary personnel are line-itemed in the operating budgets. 

These positions are restricted only by the dollar amount appropriated or 

available within the agency budget for transfer to fund temporary 

personnel positions for periods not exceeding one year. Additional 

federally funded positions from new or expanded grants are authorized by 

the Legislative Fiscal Committee for periods not exceeding the grant 
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period. The following are excerpts from New Hampshire statutes providing 

for quarterly reversions of the vacancy savings generated and making the 

funds available..t&r transfer to agencies where it is deemed necessary. 

99:4 SALARY ADJUSTMENT FUND t~ereas the appropriations for personal services in 
state departments and institutions include an annual increment for each posf.tion, 
and whereas upon occasion 'due to vacanc1.ea: and personneL turnover., salaries, 
increment increases and longevity as provided by the appropriations are not 
needed for said positions, - eacb quar:ter the. department .of adalM .• tratlon· and 
control shall transfer said amount from the departmental or institutional appro
priat~_on _.~o ~ special account to be known a8the: salary adjustment fund. This 
fund shall lapse at the end of each fiscal year and revert to the appropriate 
fund. Under no circumstances will this fund be used for temporary positions or 
new positions. Upon the certification of the director of personnel, subject: to 
the approval of governor and council, the. salary adjustment fund shall be avail
able for transfer to departme1ts and institutions in amounts that are deemed 
necessary to comply with RSA 98 • -. . 

9:l7-c EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ADJUSTMENT-ACCOUNT Whereas the appropriations for employ
ee benefits in state departments and institutions may upon occasion not be total
ly needed for each position due to vacancies and personnel turnover,-· the depart
ment of administration services shall transfer said amount quarterly from the 
departmental or institutional appropriations to a' special account to'-be' known iI~ 

the employee benefit adjustment account. This fund shall lapse at the end of each 
fiscal year and revert to the appropriate fund. Upon the cer-ti.fication of the 
cOl1Bl'lissioner of administrative services, subject to the approval of governor and 
council, the employee benefit account shall be- avaLlable for transfer-to depart
l:1€:nts ar.d instit;ltions in amounts that are deemed necessary to pay the state's 
required prcportionJ.te ~hare of any legally ~uthorized employee benefit. Notwith
standing the provisions of RSA 9:]6 Clnd 9:17 , no transfer shall be made from any 
appropriation for em!'loyee uene [i ts to any other appropriat i 0:1 for any other use 
or p~rpose except as provided in this section. 

These states list the advantages of pooling vacancy savings as: 

1. It is unnecessary to compute a savings figure for each budget. 

2. Distribution to agencies from the reol is done neal' thf' end of 

the fiscal year when actual data is known. 

1nSA 98 is New HampshirE"!s statue covering personnel compensation, 
(pay matrices). 

2RSA 9: 16 and 9: 17 are statutes outlining New Hampshire's limits on 
transfers and appropriations. 
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3. The cost of legislatively approved payrnises is controlled to the 

level"tJf actual cost only. 

4. . The salary dollar pool is controlled centrally, -not· in the 

agencies. 

5. There have been sUbstantial reversions to the general fund from 

the pooled appropriations. 

6. When applied without exemptions, it is "nondiscriminatol'Y" in 

that all agencies share the burden or responsibility for savings 

equally. 

7 • Quarterly reviews_ and adjustments _ to the_ salary Il.cijustment fund 

facilitate flexibility and cash flow. 

8. Procedures for new federally funded personnel allow the state to 

take advantage of new federal grants while maintaining control of 

personnel positions. 

9. Provisions in the biennial budgets (see below) provide for the 

elimination of vacant permanent personnel positions which is an 

additional means of controllinp,- expenditures. 

406:12 Personal Services Limitation (Chapter 406:12 (II)) 

I. Other provisions of law notwithstanding, the total number 
of permanent classified positions for any department or agency for 
the biennium ending June 30, 1987, shall be limited to the numbp.r of 
full-time and permanent classified positions authorized as of June 
30, lQ85, reduced according to paragraph II, plus such new positions 
as are authorized by the general court. 

II. The total number of positi.ons auth('lrized shall be reduced 
by the number of positions. which have been vacant for the entire 
period of the 60 days immediately precedi.ng: 

(a) June 30, 1985, for all agencies an9 departments except as 
provided in subparagraph (b); or 

(b) May 31, 1985, for instructional personnel at the technical 
institute and the Vocational-technical colleges. 

TII. For the purposes of this section, the term "vacant" shall 
not include the position of any person on approved leave, paid or 
unpaid. 
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IV. The executive head of the department or agency shall 
determine which positions shall be fillE'd within tlie limitations of 
the appropriations for the department or agency, and the personnel 
cl,assifications as authorized in tlils ac-t, ana- the numerical limi.ta
tions.Lmposed by this sectfon. 

v. With respect to agencies having an authorf.zed complement 
of 5 permanent classified positions or less J the authorized number 
of positions shall. not btL.reduced under this.. section. ~ pro
visions of this section shall not apply to the veterans' home, or to 
the New Hampshire hospital. 

The disadvantages as listed ill these three states are: 

1. The potential danger of not appropriating sufficient funds to the 

pool. 

2. It potentially penalizes those agencies that are "lean and mean." 

and their staffing requirements are minimally met. 

Category 4: No Specific Policy 

There are five respondent states who either do not have a specific 

statewide policy or whose response was unclear or not specifically de-

~cribed. They arc, therefore. unuseable for the purposes of this report. 

IN-STATE SURVEY 

The second survey conducted was of 32 agencies within r,~ontana's 

system. This survey was used primarily to corroborate the historical 

background presented earlier in this report and to seck ideas and com-

ments on the current use of vacancy savings and alternative methods if 

the system were to chang·e. Of the 32 surveys sent out, all but two were 

returned. 

In order to obtain a cross section of agency opinion on the u~c' uf 

budgeting vacancy savings the following questions were made a purt of' the 

survey: 
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1. WHAT DO YOU PERCEIVE AS THE OVERAT.r, EFFECT OF' VACANCY 

SAVINGS AS APPLIED TO YOUR BUDGET? nOES IT HAVE ADVANTAGES? 

DOES IT IIA VE DISADVANTAGES? 

Of thc 30 respondents, only four cited any advantages while one, who 

had no vacancy savings applied, cited no vacancy savings applied provided 

flexibility. The advantages listed are: 

(a) Vacancy savings provides a budget balancing mechanism during 

legislative sessions. (It was not clear from this response if this 

is only for the legislature or if the agencies can also use this.) 

(b) Properly applied vacancy savings allows expected services to be 

delivered without excess appropriations being made. 

(c) Vacancy savings can serve as a SOUl'ce to fund the pay plan. 

While there was limited response on advantages there was an abun

dance of responses citing the disadvantages of applying vacancy savings to 

the budgets. The following are consolidated disadvantages as cited by the 

agencies: 

(a) The application of vacancy savings reduces flexibility and makes 

it difficult to accomplish agency goals. 

(b) Positions left vacant to meet budgeted vacancy savings are 

subject to elimination. 

(c) When vacaucy saving'S cannot be pl'oduced from personal service 

budgets then opcrating or equipment budgets must he used 

which has the affect of reducing overall budgets. 

(d) Applied to federally funded programs, vacancy savings reduces 

federal financial participation and/or may reduce federally funded 

jobs in Montana. 

(e) Forcing vacancy savings does not allow overlap in filling po

sitions so the incumbent can train their replacement. 
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(f) In small agencies, the application of vacancy savings ill excess 

of actual experience persistently erodes the base budget. 

(g) In (U:Qgrams delivering services directly to the public 01' where 

wOl'kloads are already backlogged, forced vacancy savings hurts 

services and the image of state government. 

The above responses were not entirely unexpected so a companion 

question was included in the survey immediately after the above question. 

2. HOW WOULD YOUR AGENCY LIKE TO HAVR VACANCY SAVINGS 

HAnDLED BY THE LEGISLATURE? 

The responses to this question can be consoli cia ted into the nine 

categories listed below. 

(a) Do not apply vacancy savings to the budgets •. 

(b) Apply vacancy savings based on actual experience. Suggestions 

for an appropriate historical base ranged from using the previ

ous three years experience to the previous five years of actual 

experience. 

(c) Appropriate pernonal services at 100 per'cent and line item per-

sonal services in the appropriations Hct" With 110 allowable 

transfers into or out -of personal sel'vices. any balances remain

ing at fiscal year-end would revert to the appropriate funds. 

There were suggestions to also linc-item the FTE levels in the 

appropriations act. 

(d) If the legislature is required to make cuts do not use vacanc:y 

savings, instead identify specific program cuts to be made. 

(e) no not apply vH<~:m('y saving!:> tv nOIl-gellel'al fund tH'o~I'allls 

and/or small programs. 

(f) Apply vacancy savings rates based on the size of the personal 

services budget. Example provided: 
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Personal Services Budget 

lLess than $500.000 
$ 500,000 - $1,000,000 
$1,000,000 - $2,000,000 
$2.000,000 - $3.000,000 
$3,000,000 and up 

Vacancy Savings Rate 

0.5% 
1.0% 
2.0% 
3.0% 
4.0% and up 

(g) Appropriate a statewide vacancy savings amount to a central pool 
managed by The Office of Budget and Program Planning. 
Agencies could then apply to the pool through some justification 
process for aid if they cannot meet the. vacancy savings applied 
to their budget. 

(h). Appropriate 100 percent of the personal services budget required 
to fund all authorized positions. Then establish a central pool 
to which unused personal service appropriations are refunded 
each pay period. The pool could then be used in the manner 
set" out in option (g) above for agencies who encountel' problems 
i~ their personal services budg-et. The pool balance would 
revert at. year-end. 

(i) Whtm positions are left vacant to force vacancy savings. do not 
subsequently delete those positions. 

SUMMARY OF SURVEYS 

Many of the agency responses parallel those from other states. The 

data from these surveys will be used in the analysis section later in this 

report. 

The out-of-state survey shows that the states who do not apply 

vacancy savings in the budgeting/appropriations process, line item person-

al services within the appropriation and the appropriation balance due to 

vacancy savings, revert. Therefore. each of these states must appropri-

ate more for personal services and limit overall budget flexibility in the 

agencies by using a line item personal services appropriation. 

The states that do apply vacancy savings in the budget-

ing / appropriations process basically use one of two methods; 1) after 

calculating vacancy savings using either a historical basis 01' an incre

mental basis, the personal services appropriation has been decreasell for 

vacancy savings; or 2) personal services funds are distributed to agencies 
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from a central puol based on actual need or vacancy sRvings is reverted to 

a central pool as it is incurred. 

The commQJ:L advantages listed for applying vacancy savings were: 

1. The dollars saved by applying vacancy savings can be used to 

fund other priority p~ograms or reduce the overall revenue 

required to fund government. 

2. The application of vacancy savings reduces personal services 

appropriations to a level that reflects actual costs. 

l. _ The application of vacancy savings limits the diversion of sav

ings in salaries to other objects of expenditure. 

The common disadvantages of applying vacancy savings were: 

1. An_ overestimation of vacancy savin-gs may cause undue hardship 

on an agency's appropriation. -

2. Vacancy savings is subject to manipulation bY -the- agencies. the 

budget analysts. and the committees to reach desired results. 

3. Vl:tcancy savings may impair an agency's ability 01' flexibility to 

accomplish its goals if their budget i~ reduccJ too much. 

The results of the in-state survey generally echoes til<: responses of 

the out of state survey. It seems clear. hewever, from the in-state 

survey that the agencies would prefer that: 

1. Vacancy savings not be applied to their budgets in the appro-

priations process. or 

2. if the application of vacancy savings in the appropriations is not 

eliminated. then a different method should be used to apply ":aeallcy 

savings. 

ANALYSIS 

The earlier sections of this report have: 1) defined vacancy ::;uvingt;, 

2) reviewed historically how t\lontana has -applied vacancy savings. 3) 
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i'll1us#ted methods used by other states concerning the application of 

va~it.hcy savings. and 4) summarized responses by state agencies to a 

questfor'ii1aire concerning the application, effect, and method of applying 

vacancy savings. This analysis will provide some perspective to the 

m~al'ling of vacancy savings in the state budget and uefine some of the 

problems encountered when calculating, projecting, and applying vacancy 

savings. 

BUDGET IMPACT OF VACANCY SAVINGS 

The 1987 biennium application of vacancy savings reduced overall, 

appropriation levels by approximately $21. 7 million for. the biennium, $11 

million of general fund and $10.7 million· of other funds. ~. Article VIII, 

section 9 of the Montana. Constitution requires that appropriation by the 

Legislature shall not exceed anticipated revenue. Therefore, had the 

legislature not applied vacancy savings, $11. 0 million of additional general 

fund revenues or program reductions would have been needed to balance 

the budg·et. 

Table 2 shows the dollar amounts of vacancy savings calculated using 

percentages ranging from 2 to 5 percent as well as the appropriated level 

of vacancy savings for the 1987 biennium. A comparison between the 

vacancy savings calculated at 4 percent of the total personal services and 

the appropriated fiscal 1987 vacancy savings, shows the appropriated is 

$9 million lower than the 4 percent that was recommended in the executive 

budget for the 1987 biennium. 7his difference results from not applying 

vacancy savings to university contract faculty, Vo-Tech centers, prison 

security guards, and agencies with fewer than 20 FTE. Had the 

legislature applied a 4 percent vacancy savings factor to the university 

faculty, an additional $6.6 million of general fund would have been saved 

in the 1987 biennium. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Vacancy Savings. P. ates 

-- .- ~. . - .. ~ 

Fiscal 19-86 . 
. ' 

Fiscal 1987 

• '. 1 ""H" ."'~ 
Total Personal Services ·· .. ···$376·,19·4,188 . "i390 ,:37'1:,302; 

Total 

$766,565,490 

2.0 
2.8 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 

- .: -. ~ .-, ·.i ..... -~ "'!.'~. -.. ~'t.'+.: .:~ :',. : -, -, .. _ -:'''' 

- - - - - - - - - '":'.:: ;;-. - 'lac~cy Sa~nga.. -. ..,- .,.~ ~ ·-l~; - ,.. :-'1'" - .. ~",.. -
.' _ ~ ~ '_ -. 1 - '1 '._ _...,. -.-.' . ~ ~, ", ., J.. _ L.: •• 

Percent· _ .... ~ 
Percent (Approp~iatedl 
Percent .~ . 
Percent " !' _".' 
Percent 

~.·.·i , ~ •• ~ _,") "'~".~ ':~'''. '.)~ .-. ... ; 

-.7!523 .. 884 ~.·~,,~.,.~7 f:807-,~!6 ._~ ':- 15·,3-31.310 
10,692, 360·., -,~ , .. 1Q ,.99)..119 , ..' 2~ ,:683,534 

.11,.2-85,826. ;-l(, ~11 .. 71l.139. _>:~,,:22·,996,965 
15.,047.'t76'(:,. 15,&14,85a·._ 39.6&2-,619 
18,809,70.9· . 19,518.565 38;338.2:74 

CALCULATION OF VACANCY SAVINGS "\4.'l. ,.,,", • - • - .. . 

Although Montana' s S~nt~wide Budgeting and· .. (\ccounting· . System, 

(SBAS) and Payroll, Personnel, and })o$ition. CQnt~ol· Sya.tem .. ' .. (PPP) pro-' 

vide a ~rem~n<:1.ous amountQfdctailed . information, neither system 

currently provides a consistent, compr.ehensive·~ accounting -of; vacancy 
.. -":;.., 

:"<.Lvings. 
. , ~ : 

The attributes required to calcuiate vacancy savings by program arc: 

1) the total amount required to pay for all legislatively authorized 

FTE including authorized pay increases, 

2) the total dollar amount of vacancy savings applied to the: total 

personal services budget, 

3) the actual cost of personal services by object of expenditure, 

4) the cost of gradc changes in authorized positions, and 

5) the cost of upnuthol'ized positions filled. 

The Statewide: Budgeting and Accounting System, (SRAS) has thc 

capabilities to provide a consistent comprehensive and accurate accounting 

of attributes 1, 2, and 3 above. However. current operational proccclul'es 

do not mandate that agencies usc the capahilities offereo hy SilAS 
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particularly irr allocating utfributes f Rnd 2 above by program. For an 
....- . ~ ~~ - ..... 

example of the problems of operational plan control and budget allocations 

011 SDAS, see the attach.ed-.Operational-Plan-.Control-'report presented to 
" '':'-!'''..:II.~ .-.... • ~ .. ~;;;...-.) ~-,; •... __ . --,. .. .. - _ ..... ' - .... , 

the Legislative Finance Committee in· January 198& .. :-.;:1" :0 _. 
" ... . ;: ... -"'~.-r--- .--- - ....... -.-- '" ~.--- .. -- ......... --........ .~ 

The Payroll, Personnel,' and' Position ~ontrol ~~em, _(PPP) also has 
- --~"'- .. ; ~~:,-.~~--~~:.~ .. _ .. ;~~-~._.~~~=. -~ .:~'~~'~." Y'I" .,', ,' __ 

the capabilities to provide.., an accounting--of-~ttributes-1';'-'°2, 4, and 5. 
~ . . -. --

Again, 
- - - .-. 

as with SBAS, .current oper;ti~n&t=p#Ocedu!es- do not mandate that agencies 

use the capabilities o~~e~;d~fij' 'fhe '0 P?p"': sy.st~nT .. : -.-;n addit~n, there is no 
.- ... -.. -.. '- - , 

systematic monitoring ;;r th;- two systeO~~ tci~ e~jS1.I~~···~ thaLihe .. detail in PPP 

ties to SBAS and is kept upda.!ed: -- -0.:: 0 

ACCURATE AND CONSISTENT: INFORMATION 

Inconsistent recording of actual expenditures can have considerable 

impact in projecting future vacancy savings rates. One such inconsistency 

was discovered when reviewing the results of the in-state survey. It was 

discovered that not all state a.gen.-eit:.s are recording terminating vacution 

pay the same way. The following example illustrates the inconsistent 

recordinlZ' of terminating pay and points out an area in which the state's 

accounting records are inconsistent. 

Example: Two employees give two week notification to their employer 

of their intent to terminate on the same day. Assume both employees 

have 90 hours of accrued vacation leave credits and 150 days of sick 

leave credits on that day. 

Scenario 1: The employer agrees to allow one employee to take two 

weeks (80 hours) of vacation and extend the effective date of termination 

another two weeks. Therefore, when the employee leaves, he is kept on 
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the payroll for the two additional weeks as vacation and then plJ.id the 

balance of his vacation ~redits (ten hours); plus his additional vacation 

accrued (4.62 ~urs) for Jhe tw~ weeks and 25 percent. of his sick leave 

credits __ !!!..._~l~1l!P ~JlJn ~_TI'1.fL-agenc.y. ... _in....tum"":_...c.a.des_.tha. exten dpd two . __ 
.... ·f ...... ': 

weeks of the terminating,emploYE!e's .~aian.~~to~ .V:l!cation pay. on· SBAS and 

the lump--&Um-payment:-· tg'termjnatill a=;strlr leaVe' and --te-rootrXJfillg- vacation .. -
• ;# .c..rw,.... . ..... ~~.~ ......... :.!..~~ ... ; ; .. , ~ __ f··~· ~ -.,.... ....... ~ _ ~ 

Scenario 2: The tither employea, ter.minate~-j'!H~tl\~9q-ilPurs vacation 
-~-.----.. -

credits and 150 hours -~£-8ick leav~·~redNs. The employer pays a lump 
~----...... -----~ .... ~ ...... - _ .. ~.:~!--_--_._.- .... _--_ ... 

sum payment to the. .. te-rmJn-E-!illlf::~ll,1plo~e.&- -COd!ll~l'1e-&n!!r~ amounts to 
~.. --... - _. ; ... ~~ ~ -...... 

,r-.:.,;::' :';:,--,;..:.:: '"-'"-~ --.. . r ----.• -- __ P"" - • 

terminating sick pay and terminilti.1g-~v·iicatlon...-=-=:.--------• ___ ", _____ n_ _ ___ _ 

There are two majQr~:~ieii~~;~-.. i~:-"'-S-c-~-' -... g -::;l=a=nQ.-=;· Scenario 2. 
- -_.,--- _ ..... - ---_ .... _.---. 
-,'-.. '-.. .:~--.-.-.-.-.-. --- ----- .. 

(I) The employee in scenario:::'I--reCEllVoo-an- aGaitional='aeepual- of 4.62 hours' 
'-. -'--_ ... ~------., 

. --- - .... ... -. - .. -------
of vacation pay and 3. GIr. hoii~ot:.:sicK=Teave=b-eea:iuje~·~xtended ter-

.. . 
- -" ,,: ... ~~.~ ----.-.-~. - -., . -.. , 

mination date, and (21._aIthougtr::b:oth::..empmye.es..;.:.!el!liirliatea:. at the same 
. ..:~._~:. ":':._ '._. __ .. .. . ... ___ - _____ I 

time, SBAS reflects considerably -differeiir-'frgur:es--f6-f'::..~te~tnating vllcation 
.. _-- '. --.-~-- . ' .. - .' .. - .... - --_. 

pay. The employee ill -Scenario"."- r woulafeflccr'terminating' vacation for 
. -_._-_.'-." --~.- ... 

only ten hours pIllS the 4.62' hourg. a~crue'dduririg-' his two week vacation 

period while the employee in· Scenario' 2 reflects terminating vllcation for 90 

hours. The following table,' compares . the difference based· on p;radc 12, 

step 6 employees. 
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. Table 3 
Comparison of Terminating Vacation Pay F01' Scenario 1 and 2 

-~ :f ... .* ';:;- - ~, 
Sick 

•• ~;t . -.. ... ,,:: .. , : Term 
Hourly Vacation Leave Vacation Term. Vac. Sick 

Scenario Rate. _ .. ,Hours - Hours. Pay Pay ~ .~ ,.~~, .. 

l. ') Week Vacation $9.346 80 -0.- $741-..68 S -0- $ -0- $ 747.68 
1. Lump Sum 9.346 !!& llh2.2. 136.fi4 359.10 495.74 

.. - ~. 
. - - -, .. , 

Total 1 94.62 153.69 $747.68 $ 136.64 $359.10 $1243.42 

2. Lump Sum $9.346 --1.Q --12Q $ -0- $ 841.14 $350.48 $1191. 62 

Difftlrence 4.62 3.69 $747.68 ($704.50) $ 8.62 $ 51.80 --- == .... --- .._----- .. - .... --. 

Although the total dollar effect of Scenario 1 over Scenario 2 is only 

$51. 80, there is a significant difference, $704.50 or 42 percent, in the 

amount reflected in the state's accounting records for terminating vacation 

pay. Since termination pay is not appropriated, any termination pay 

decreases the available. appropriation after vacancy savings is applied. 

The extent that individual agencies are inconsistent could have 

considerable impact on determining the amount of actual terminating 

vacatiun pay and thus the vacancy savings calculations. Since the state 

accounting records are inconsistent, the effect of termination pay on 

vacancy savings cannot be accurately calculated. 

TERMINATION PAY 

Table 4 shows the statewide actual amount paid for terminating sick 

pay and vacation pay for fiscal years 1981 through 1985 as recordt:!d in 

SBAS. There was a considerable increase shown in SDAS between fiscal 

1982 and 1983. Since fiscal 1983. termination pay recorded in SBAS has 

averaged about $2.4 million a year. 
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Term. Sick Leave 
Term. Vacat-1on Pay 

Total 

Table 4 
Statewide Ier~in~ting Sick Pay and Vacation Pay 

1982 1985 
.. : ... 

. -', •. ,. :,.!, 

$ 701,196 $ 500,793 $ 668,827 5 872,265 51,009,17 
l,085,012'''':l- l,075,995":i l,663,14Jl' l·~;'t;475;166'~ ~;~ 1,467,12:-' 

. $liZ~~68~-; $l,5Z~U "'St~-33t,970""'1 ~34r.431 q S2,476'~i95' __ _..... •• __ • __ • • ... _.... ::a&,;.=a_*s~_ 

• f r . !_: ,_,; ••••• '\ ',.~ .. ',. " ", " 

Note: These figures do not include benefi.ts • 
. j .-

In both fiscal 1984 and 1985 termination pay, an unbudgeted expendi-
. '! . 

ture, accounted for approximately 0.7 percent of the total per.s~ma1 ser-
., ... ,' -~ - .. ~ 

vices budgets. Therefore, when a vacancy savings rate of 4 p£.:rcent is 

applied, the actual vacancy. saving rate is 4.7 percent because of not 
. ~ -:' .. 

budgeting termination pay. 

POOLING 

Some sthtes, as rF!flected in our survey, hAve establish'ed a centrnl 

pool that an agency may' turn to for help whell faced with a large 

termination payout. A good example of how a pool would have saved <.Ill 

agency bud 5et was when the new state ,auditor as.:;umed office in January 

1 ns. Six individuals terminated with acorn bined leave accrual of $73, IG t, 

01' 5.6 percent of their fiscal 1985 personal services hudget. The state 

auditors office ultimately received a $26,029 general fund supplemental with 

the balance of the aCCl u1.1 being paid out of the fiscal 1985 general fund 

appropriation which already included a vacancy savings factor of approy.i-

mately 3.5 percent. The termination pay plus the vacancy savings 

amounts to 9.1 percent of the personal services budget with 7.1 percent 

being absorbed by th~ fiscal 1985 appropriation and the balance throur,h 

the supplemental appropriation. 
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Small agencies- are pal"ticularly· vulnerable to termination· pay; espe

cially when the-rel'mination occurs· within the last month of the fiscal year . 
. -

In t he ~ir~.~. X:~~ _~ h~ __ ~ie~n.~u.I!!.JU he .!!p'proI'riat.i.9Jl js..insufficieu L teL P ay _. 

the termination costs the agency may seek a supplemental. However. 

should a termination occur in the last month of the second year of the 

biennium and the agency appropriation is insufficient, the agency simply 

cannot meet its obligation. Section 17-8-202, paragraph (2) of the Montana 

Codes Annotated,. prohibits the Department of Administration from charging 

any appropriation unless the bala~c=<:f _ t~~ ap~ro~!i8ti0:'l. i~ __ ~:v:ailable anE 

adequate. If no appropriation is available for the payment of. a claim, the 

departmcnt shall audit it and, if it is a y~i~. claim, transmit it to the 

Govcrnor for presentation to the legi~latur~. Th~ Jerminating employee 

has the right, according to Section 39-3-305, paragraphs (1) and (2), 

MCA, to receive all unpaid wages wit,hin three. days unless he would 

otherwise receive the wages on the next regular payday for the pay period 

durin g which he terminated. These two laws obviously create a delima for 

a nlanager who is unfOJ:,tunHte enough to have an employee terminate in the 

last month of the second year of the biennium and insufficient 

appropriation available to pay the termination costs. 

A statewide pool for such contingencies is an alternative to 

supplementals, special appropriations, and varying vacancy savings 

rates by agency. 

SUMMARY 

It is clear that vacancy savings exists within state government. 

Montana's legislature not only recognizes this fact, but has moved since 

the 1979 legislature, to use vacancy savings as an important budgeting 

tool. This is evidenced by the move from individual agency vacnncy 
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savings allocr.tions by subcommittees in the 1979 legislative session to the 

application of "across the board" vacancy savings in the 1985 legislative 

session. Montana is among -the majority states who recognize and deal with 

vacancy savings in the budgeting/appropriations process. Although the 
. •• ... I •• - ...... ..: . ..;,;,. • ~." 

methods of applying vac-ancy- saVings---vary froin state to state, the 

underlying purpose- for dolng. so is -~com;;{on to~ aU: That is, to recognize 
•. ~ ~!.', - ....... 

the existence of vaca;;cy ~~~i'~gs "and to -account for and manage its effect 
.,- .. L·...;-·:: 

on government resources. 
-' ". .. . .. 

The legislature is aware of some problems that result from the appli-
- . ...;; . 

cation of vacancy savings. This is evidenced by the passage of House 

Joint Resolution 43. The in-state survey responses indicated that agencies 

would prefer -that no vacancy savings be applied or that a different method 

be developed for application in the budgeting process. However. as shown 

in the analysis. the problems surrounding vacancy savings are not limited 

t'J the legislature's application of vacancy savings to agency budgets. The 

:stRtc's accounting systems have capabilities beyond current operational 

mandates. If utilized fully. these systems could provide the inforrnution 

necessary to track and project vacancy savings. Also pointed out, are 

inconsistencies in recording information in SBAS which further compound 

the problems of accurately analyzing and projecting' vacancy saving's. The 

following issues and options may not end the debate surrounding the 

application of vacancy savings; however, action by the legislature on these 

issues will provide a clear direction for the future application of vacancy 

savings. 

ISSUES 

Issue 1: Should vacancy savings continu~ to be applied in the buoget-

ing! appropriation process? 

Option A: Continue to apply vacancy savings in the budgeting! uppro-

pl'iation process. 
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Option B: Do not apply vacancy savings in the budgeting/appropri-

-ations process. 
.. ;-

Issue 2: If vacancy savings is to bo applied', wHat method should be used 

to apply vacancy savings' iil the appropriatf6n pro'cess?'~ 
.. ~ .. -::. 

Option A: Line item personal services and FTE levels In -the appro-

priatioll and require a reversion of the unexpended balances. This 

reversion could be made at the end of each pay period, monthly. 

quarterly, or at the end of' the fiscal'" year~' 

~. ,~ ~ -- . , 

Option B: Apply vacancy savings to eacn agency buaget' based on 

historic experience with adjustments for unusual circumstances. 

Option C: Apply vacancy savings to each agency b'udget: bOased on an 

incremental r.lethod which scales the vacancy savings rate to the 

number of FTE in each agency. Under this method smaller agencies 

would have less vacancy savings applied than larger agencies. 

Option D: Apply vacancy savings to each agency budget based on 

the global method as in the current biennium. 

Option E: Adopt a method similar to the one used in New Hampshire, 

where personal services are fully funded within the appropriations act 

for all authorized FTE. Establish n central pool to which all vacancy 

savings realized would revert each pl:ly period. Establish procedures 

to enable agencies with valid personal services problems to apply to 

the central pool for relief. The balance remainin g in the pool at year 

end would revert to the appropriate fund. 

Option F: Apply vacancy savings to each agency budget at a rate of 

2.5 percent to 4 percent and establish a. pool to receive reversion of 

any actual vacancy savings in excess of that budgeted. Allow 

agencies with valid personal service problems, (large termination 
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payouts, less than anticipated vacancy savings, etc.,) to apply to for 

relief from funds in the pool. All or part of the balance remaining in 

the pool ~uld revert to the appropriate fund at fiscal year-end. 

Issue 3: Should a pool"'be established for termination pay? 

Option A: Establish a central pool to pay terminating sick leave and 

vacation pay. 

Option B: . Tl:tke no action. 

Issue 4: If vacancy savings is applied. should tnere be a way to accu-

rately identify and track the vacancy savings that corresponds to the 

method of application? 

Option A: Require the Office of Budget and Program Planning and 

the Department of Administration to develop specific vacancy savings 

recording procedures on the Statewide Budgeting and Accounting 

System, (SBAS) and the Payroll, Personnel, and Position Control 

System, (PPP) which correspond with approved operational plans. 

These specific procedures should include: the five information 

elements defined in the analysis section on pag"e 22. 

Qotion B: Take no action. 
e 

KW2:vss 
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